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Abstract

In federated learning, data heterogeneity is a critical challenge. A straightforward solution
is to shuffle the clients’ data to homogenize the distribution. However, this may violate data
access rights, and how and when shuffling can accelerate the convergence of a federated
optimization algorithm is not theoretically well understood. In this paper, we establish
a precise and quantifiable correspondence between data heterogeneity and parameters in
the convergence rate when a fraction of data is shuffled across clients. We discuss that
shuffling can in some cases quadratically reduce the gradient dissimilarity with respect to
the shuffling percentage, accelerating convergence. Inspired by the theory, we propose a
practical approach that addresses the data access rights issue by shuffling locally generated
synthetic data. The experimental results show that shuffling synthetic data improves the
performance of multiple existing federated learning algorithms by a large margin.

1 Introduction

Federated learning (FL) is emerging as a fundamental distributed learning paradigm that allows a central
server model to be learned collaboratively from distributed clients without ever requesting the client data,
thereby dealing with the issue of data access rights (Konečný et al., 2016; Kairouz et al., 2019; Wang et al.,
2021; Sheller et al., 2020). One of the most popular algorithms in FL is FedAvg (Konečný et al., 2016): A
server distributes a model to the participating clients, who then update it with their local data for multiple
steps before communicating it to the server, where the received client models are aggregated, finishing one
round of communication. Two main challenges in FedAvg optimization are 1) large data heterogeneity across
clients and 2) limited available data on each client (Konečný et al., 2016).

Data heterogeneity refers to differences in data distributions among participating clients (Kairouz et al.,
2019). Existing works typically characterize its impact on the convergence of FedAvg using bounds on the
gradient dissimilarity, which suggests a slow convergence when the data heterogeneity is high (Karimireddy
et al., 2020b; Koloskova et al., 2020). Many efforts have been made to improve FedAvg’s performance in
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this setting using advanced techniques such as control variates (Karimireddy et al., 2020b; Acar et al., 2021;
Li et al., 2022a) and regularizers (Wang et al., 2020). Although these algorithms have demonstrated great
success in many applications, they are insufficient under high data heterogeneity (Yu et al., 2022). On
the other hand, many researchers (Zhao et al., 2018; Woodworth et al., 2020) have observed that simply
augmenting the dataset on each client with a small portion of shuffled data collected from all clients can
significantly accelerate the convergence of FedAvg. However, it has yet to be well understood when and, in
particular, by how much shuffling can accelerate the convergence.

Another challenge arises when the amount of available data on each client is limited, especially when the
number of classes or tasks is large. High-capacity deep neural networks (DNN) usually require large-scale
labelled datasets to avoid overfitting (He et al., 2016; Shrivastava et al., 2016). However, labelled data acqui-
sition can be expensive and time-consuming (Shrivastava et al., 2016). Therefore, learning with conditionally
generated synthetic samples has been an active area of research (Sehwag et al., 2022; Goetz & Tewari, 2020;
Shrivastava et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2022; Zhu et al., 2021; Li et al., 2022b). Adapting the framework of
using synthetic data from centralized learning to FL is not trivial due to the unique properties of FL, such
as distributed datasets, high communication costs, and privacy requirements (Kairouz et al., 2019).

In this work, we rigorously study the correspondence between the data heterogeneity and the parameters
in the convergence rate via shuffling. Specifically, we show that reducing data heterogeneity by shuffling in
a small percentage of data from existing clients can give a quadratic reduction in the gradient dissimilarity
in some scenarios and can lead to a super-linear reduction (a factor greater than the shuffle percentage) in
the number of rounds to reach the target accuracy. Further, we show that it holds in both strongly-convex
functions and non-convex DNN-based FL.

While we theoretically understand the optimization improvement from shuffling, gathering real data
from clients goes against the goal of protecting privacy in FL. Therefore, we propose a more practical
framework Fedssyn where we shuffle a collection of synthetic data from all the clients at the beginning of
FL (see Fig. 1). Each client learns a client-specific generator with a subset of its local data and generates
synthetic data. The server then receives, shuffles, partitions, and redistributes the synthetic data to each
client. Collecting visually interpretable synthetic data can be more transparent and secure than collecting
the black-box generators. This transforms the issue into one concerning the assurance of privacy in the
generative model, an area of active research that already boasts some well-established techniques Yoon
et al. (2019); Chen et al. (2020); Wang et al. (2023). Therefore, we also illustrate the benefit of Fedssyn in
a differentially private setting with a small-scale experiment.

Contributions: We summarize our main results below:

• We rigorously decompose the impact of shuffling on the convergence rate in FedAvg. Our careful discussion
provides insights in understanding when and how shuffling can accelerate the convergence of FedAvg. We
empirically verify our theoretical statements on strongly convex and DNN-based non-convex functions.

• Inspired by the theoretical understanding of the effects of data shuffling, we present a practical framework
Fedssyn, that shuffles for privacy reasons locally generated synthetic data and can be coupled with any
FL algorithms.

• We empirically demonstrate that using Fedssyn on top of several popular FL algorithms reduces commu-
nication cost and improves the Top-1 accuracy. Results hold across multiple datasets, different levels of
data heterogeneity, number of clients, and participation rates.

1.1 Related work

Federated optimization: FL is a fast-growing field (Wang et al., 2021). We here mainly focus on works
that address the optimization problems in FL. FedAvg Konečný et al. (2016) is one of the most commonly
used optimization techniques. Despite its success in many applications, its convergence performance under
heterogeneous data is still an active area of research (Karimireddy et al., 2020b; Wang et al., 2022a; Khaled
et al., 2019; Sahu et al., 2018; Woodworth et al., 2020; Li et al., 2022a). Theoretical results suggest that the
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Figure 1: Our proposed framework. (a) Each client learns a generator with a subset of its local data
and generates synthetic data, which are communicated to the server. The server then shuffles and sends
the partitioned collection of the synthetic data to each client. (b) With the updated local data, any FL
algorithms can be used to learn a server model. (c) When the clients are very heterogeneous, compared
to shuffling the real data, shuffling synthetic data achieves a similar accuracy while alleviating information
leakage.

drift caused by the data heterogeneity has a strong negative impact on FedAvg convergence. Several lines
of work have been proposed to reduce the impact of data heterogeneity, including regularizers (Sahu et al.,
2018), control variates for correcting gradients (Karimireddy et al., 2020b; Acar et al., 2021; Li et al., 2022a;
Mitra et al., 2021), and decoupled representation and classification (Collins et al., 2022; Luo et al., 2021; Yu
et al., 2022), sophisticated aggregation strategies (Lin et al., 2020; Karimireddy et al., 2020a; Wang et al.,
2020; Reddi et al., 2020). However, such methods fall short in addressing high client heterogeneity and fail
to achieve accuracies on par with those in the IID setting (Yu et al., 2022)

Synthetic data-based FL: Many works attempt to improve the performance of FL algorithms using
synthetic data (Zhu et al., 2021; Goetz & Tewari, 2020). We can group them into 1) client-generator
Gi (Xiong et al., 2023; Li et al., 2022b; Wang et al., 2023), where a generator is trained locally and sent to
the server for synthetic data generation, and 2) server-generator G (Zhu et al., 2021; Zhang et al., 2022), where
a centralized generator helps with updating the server and/or client model. See Table below for a summary.
Transmitting the synthetic data at every round D̃(r) can incur extra communication costs. Updating the
server model with the synthetic data x← D̃ requires the synthetic data to be of high quality Lin et al. (2020);
Sehwag et al. (2022), as low-quality synthetic data or synthetic data with a different distribution than the
actual local data may discard the valuable information the server model has learned. Sending generators
instead of synthetic data may be less secure, seeing that having access to the generator’s parameters gives
the server more powerful attacking abilities Wang et al. (2022b).

Local Gi Server G D̃(r) x← D̃ Pseudo-label
FedDM Xiong et al. (2023) ✓ ✘ ✓ ✓ ✘
FedGEN Zhu et al. (2021) ✘ ✓ ✓ ✘ ✘
Dense Zhang et al. (2022) ✘ ✓ ✘ ✓ ✘
SDA-FL Li et al. (2022b) ✓ ✘ ✓ ✓ ✓
ours ✓ ✘ ✘ ✘ ✘

Generative models: Generative models can be trained to mimic the underlying distribution of complex
data modalities (Goodfellow et al., 2014). Generative Adversary Network (GANs) have achieved great success
in generating high-quality images (Sinha et al., 2021; Zhao et al., 2020; Karras et al., 2020); however, training
GANs in a FL setup is challenging as each client only has limited data (Salimans et al., 2016; Konečný et al.,
2016). Diffusion models (Ho et al., 2020) have attracted much attention due to the high diversity of the
generated samples Sehwag et al. (2022) and training efficiency (Ho et al., 2020). Therefore, we study to use
DDPM as our local generator in this paper.
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Differentially private learning in neural networks: Differentially private stochastic gradient descent
(DP-SGD) bounds the influence of any single input on the output of machine learning algorithms to preserve
privacy (McMahan et al., 2018; Shokri & Shmatikov, 2015; Abadi et al., 2016; Xie et al., 2018; Chen et al.,
2020; Yoon et al., 2019). For example, Dockhorn et al. (2022) have proposed to train diffusion models with
differential privacy guarantees that can alleviate privacy leakage.

2 Influence of the data heterogeneity on the convergence rate

We formalize the problem as minimizing the expectation of a sum of stochastic functions F (e.g. the loss
associated with each datapoint):

f⋆ := min
x∈Rd

[
1
N

N∑
i=1

f(x,Di)
]

, f(x,Di) := Eξ∼Di
F (x, ξ) ,

where Di represents the distribution of ξ on client i and we use D :=
⋃

iDi to denote the uniform distribution
over the joint data. We assume gradient dissimilarity, bounded noise, and smoothness of the function,
following Koloskova et al. (2020); Stich (2019):
Assumption 1 (gradient dissimilarity). We assume that there exists ζ2 ≥ 0 such that ∀x ∈ Rd:

1
N

∑N
i=1 ||∇f(x,Di)−∇f(x,D)||2 ≤ ζ2 .

Assumption 2 (stochastic noise). We assume that there exist σ2
avg ≥ 0 and σ2 ≥ 0 such that ∀x ∈ Rd,

i ∈ [N ]:
Eξ∼Di

||∇F (x, ξ)−∇f(x,Di)||2 ≤ σ2 , Eξ∼D||∇F (x, ξ)−∇f(x,D)||2 ≤ σ2
avg .

Assumption 3 (smoothness). We assume that each F (x, ξ) for ξ ∈ Di, i ∈ [N ] is L-smooth, i.e.,:

||∇f(x,Di)−∇f(y,Di)|| ≤ L||x− y|| , ∀x, y ∈ Rd .

These assumptions are standard in the literature (cf. Koloskova et al., 2020; Woodworth et al., 2020; Khaled
et al., 2020). We further denote by Lavg ≤ L the smoothness of f(x,D), and by Lmax ≤ L a uniform upper
bound on the smoothness of each single f(x,Di), for all i ∈ [N ].

2.1 Motivation

Data heterogeneity is unavoidable in real-world FL applications since each client often collects data individ-
ually (Konečný et al., 2016). One simple but effective strategy to address data heterogeneity is to replace a
small fraction (e.g. 10%) of the client’s data with shuffled data collected from other clients. Woodworth et al.
(2020); Zhao et al. (2018) have observed that shuffling can vastly reduce the reached error. In the following,
we focus on explaining this empirically tremendous optimization improvement from a theoretical perspective.
However, we emphasize that this is not a practical approach, as data sharing may be diametrically at odds
with the fundamentals of FL.

2.2 Modelling Data Shuffling and Theoretical Analysis

We formally describe the data heterogeneity scenario as follows: We assume each client has access to data
with distribution Di that is non-iid across clients and we denote by D :=

⋃
iDi the uniform distribution

over the joint data. We can now model our shuffling scenario where the server mixes and redistributes a
small p fraction of the data by introducing new client distributions (1− p)Di + pD for a shuffling parameter
p ∈ [0, 1]. If p = 0, the local data remains unchanged, and if p = 1, the data is uniform across clients.

We argued that in practice it might be infeasible to assume access to the distribution D. Instead, only
an approximation (e.g. synthetic data) might be available, which we denote by D̃. Accordingly, we define
σ̃avg similarly as Assumption 2 but with ξ ∼ D̃ instead of ξ ∼ D and define L̃avg similarly as Lavg but
on D̃. We denote the client distribution after shuffling by D̂i := (1 − p)Di + pD̃ and we quantify the data
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distribution differences by a new parameter δ. Note that in an idealized scenario when D̃ = D, then δ = 0.
See Appendix A.1 for more details.
Assumption 4 (distribution shift). We assume that there exists δ2 ≥ 0 such that ∀x ∈ Rd:

||∇f(x,D)−∇f(x, D̃)||2 ≤ δ2 .

We now characterize how shuffling a p fraction of data to each client impacts the problem difficulty. For
clarity, we will use the index p to denote how stochastic noise σ̂2

p, gradient dissimilarity ζ̂2
p and the smoothness

constant Lp can be estimated for the new distributions D̂i resulting after shuffling.
Lemma 1. If Assumption 1 – 4 hold, then in expectation over potential randomness in selecting D̃:

Eσ̂2
p ≤ (1− p)σ2 + pσ̃2

avg + p(1− p)ζ2 + p(1− p)δ2 , Eζ̂2
p ≤ (1− p)2ζ2 ,

ELp ≤ (1− p)Lmax + pL̃avg .

Lemma 1 shows the effective stochastic noise, gradient dissimilarity, and function smoothness when each
client i contains a fraction p of shuffled data (see Appendix A.1 for the proof). We observe that the gradient
dissimilarity decays quadratically with respect to p. When p = 1, the gradient dissimilarity is 0 as expected,
since data is iid across workers. We also characterize the impact of the distribution shift from D to D̃ on
the effective stochastic noise.

We now demonstrate the impact of these parameters on the convergence rate of FedAvg. We assume that
there are N clients. In each communication round, each client updates the received server model for τ
local steps using stochastic gradient descent (SGD). The updated model is then sent back to the server for
aggregation, finishing one round of communication. We repeat this process for R rounds (See Algorithm II
for more information). We state the convergence rate using the convergence bounds that are well-studied
and established in Koloskova et al. (2020); Woodworth et al. (2020); Khaled et al. (2020) and combining
them with our Lemma 1:
Corollary I (Convergence rate after shuffling). We consider: p as the fraction of shuffled data on each
client; τ as local steps; under Assumption 1– 4, for any target accuracy ε > 0, there exists a (constant)
stepsize such that the accuracy can be reached after at most T := R · τ iterations (in expectation):

µ-strongly-convex : T = O
(

σ̂2
p

µNε
+
√

L
(
τ ζ̂p +

√
τ σ̂p

)
µ
√

ε
+ Lτ

µ
log 1

ε

)
,

Non-convex : T = O
(

Lσ̂2
p

Nε2 +
L
(
τ ζ̂p +

√
τ σ̂p

)
ε3/2 + Lτ

ε

)
.

From Corollary I, we see that if σ̂2
p > 0, the convergence rate is asymptotically dominated by the first term,

i.e. O
(

σ̂2
p

µNε

)
, which can be bounded by O

(
(1−p)σ2+pσ̃2

avg+p(1−p)ζ2+p(1−p)δ2

Nµε

)
. This shows a mixed effect

between the stochastic noise, gradient dissimilarity, and the distribution shift. Shuffling can have less of
an impact on the convergence in the high noise regime. When σ2 = 0, or in general in the early phases of
the training (when the target accuracy ε is not too small), for problems where Lemma 1 holds, then the
number of iterations T to achieve accuracy ε can be super-linearly reduced by a factor larger than p with
the increasing ratio of the shuffled data p, as T is proportional to ζ̂p and

√
Lp in expectation for strongly

convex functions. We next present a numerical example to verify this.

2.3 Illustrative experiments on convex functions

We here formulate a quadratic example to verify that our theoretical results when we shuffle a p fac-
tion of the local data. Following1 Koloskova et al. (2020), we consider a distributed least squares ob-
jective f(x) := 1

n

∑n
i=1
[
fi(x) := 1

2ni

∑ni

j=1 ||Aijx − bij ||2
]

with Aij = iId, µi ∼ N (0, ζ2(id)−2Id), and
bij ∼ N (µi, σ2(id)−2Id), where ζ2 controls the function similarity and σ2 controls the stochastic noise
(matching parameters in Corollary I). We depict the influence of shuffling on the convergence in Fig. 2.

1In contrast to Koloskova et al. (2020) that consider the online setting, we generate here a finite set of samples on each
client.
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Figure 2: Convergence of 1
n

∑n
i=1 ||xt

i−x⋆||2. (a) With
a fixed ζ2 and step size, shuffling reduces the opti-
mal error more when the stochastic noise is low (b)
When gradient dissimilarity ζ2 dominates the conver-
gence, we obtain a super-linear speedup in the num-
ber of rounds to reach ε by shuffling more data. The
vertical bar shows the theoretical number of rounds
to reach ε. The stepsize is tuned in (b).

.

In Fig. 2(a), we observe that in the high noise regime
(σ2 = 1000), shuffling gives a smaller reduction on
the optimal error than when σ2 = 0. In Fig. 2
(b), we tune the stepsize to reach to target accuracy
ε = 1.1 · 10−6 with fewest rounds. Fig. 2 (b) shows
that the empirical speedup matches the theoretical
speedup as the observed and theoretical number of
rounds (vertical bars) to reach ε are very close—
however, only when we replace L in the theoretical
bounds by Lp. This experiment shows that the prac-
tical performance of FedAvg can depend on Lp (note
in this experiment D̃ = D), which hints that the
pessimistic worst-case bounds from other works we
have applied in Cor. I can potentially be improved.

3 Synthetic data shuffling

We have theoretically and empirically verified the benefit of adding shuffled data to each client. However,
collecting data from clients goes against the goal of protecting user rights in FL. To still enjoy the benefit of
shuffling and alleviate information leakage, we propose a practical framework that shuffles aggregated and
more interpretable synthetic images from all the clients (see Fig. 1), shifting the problem into one of assuring
privacy of the generator.

Algorithm I Fedssyn
1: procedure Synthetic data generation
2: for client i = 1, . . . , N in parallel do
3: sample ρ · ni data points from Di

4: train a generator Gi

5: generate D̃i with ñ samples
6: Communicate D̃i to the server
7: end for
8: Server shuffles the aggregated synthetic data
{D̃1, . . . , D̃N} and split it to N parts ({D̃si})

9: Server distributes D̃si (|D̃si| = ñ) to each client
10: Run FL algorithm with the updated client dataset

on each client D̂i := Di ∪ D̃si

11: end procedure

Algorithm II Federated Averaging (FedAvg)
1: procedure FedAvg
2: for r = 1, . . . , R do
3: Sample clients S ⊆ {1, . . . , N}
4: Send server model x to all clients i ∈ S
5: for client i ∈ S in parallel do
6: initialise local model yi ← x
7: for k = 1, . . . , τ do
8: yi ← yi − η∇Fi(yi)
9: end for

10: end for
11: x← x + 1

|S|

∑
i∈S

(yi − x)
12: end for
13: end procedure

We denote the client dataset, client generated synthetic dataset, and shuffled synthetic dataset by Di, D̃i,
and D̃ (in accordance with the notation for the data distributions in Sec. 2). On each client i, we uniformly
subsample ρ ·ni data points from the local dataset Di, given ρ ∈ (0, 1] and ni = |Di|, which we use to locally
train a class-conditional generator. Using a subset rather than the entire dataset can alleviate the exposure
of the class distribution from each client. Given the trained local generator, we generate D̃i with |D̃i| = ñ
synthetic data, matching the class frequency in the subset. We assume that all the clients are willing to send
their synthetic dataset to the server. The server then shuffles the aggregated synthetic datasets ∪i∈[N ]D̃i and
distributes the data uniformly among the clients. In practice, when the number of synthetic data is large,
their statistical dependency is negligible, and the synthetic data can be considered nearly iid. Reflecting
this, we denote the partitioned shuffled synthetic dataset as D̃si on each client, and the proportion of the
synthetic dataset is calculated as p := ñ

ni+ñ (see Algorithm I).

We then run FL algorithms with the updated dataset on each client Di ∪ D̃si. Our framework has no
requirements for the FL algorithm, so we here briefly describe one of the most common FL algorithms:
FedAvg (Konečný et al., 2016), as shown in Algorithm II. FedAvg mainly has two steps: local model
updating and server aggregating. We initialize the server with a model x. In each communication round,
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each participating client S ⊆ [N ] receives a copy of the server parameter x and performs K steps local
updates (e.g., K steps SGD). The updated model yi is then sent to the server. FedAvg calculates the server
model by averaging over the received client models, finishing one round of communication. We repeat this
for R rounds or until the target accuracy is achieved.

Advantages of sending synthetic data rather than a generator for one-round: 1) sending syn-
thetic data can be more secure than sending the generator to the server since having access to generator’s
parameters gives the server more powerful attacking abilities (Wang et al., 2022b) 2) the clients can eas-
ily inspect the information shared with the server as the synthetic images are visually more interpretable
than black-box generators 3) one-round synthetic data communication can be more secure than multi-round
generator/synthetic data transmission (Xiong et al., 2023; Zhu et al., 2021) as the server cannot infer the
local data distribution by identifying the difference between the updated synthetic data 4) depending on
the generator, sending synthetic data can incur less communication cost, for example, transmitting the syn-
thetic data leads to a 2×-30× reduction on the number of parameters communicated than transmitting the
generator in our experiment.

4 Experimental setup

We show the effectiveness of our proposed method on CIFAR10 and CIFAR100 (Krizhevsky, 2009) image
classification tasks. We partition the training dataset using Dirichlet distribution with a concentration
parameter α to simulate the heterogeneous scenarios following Lin et al. (2020). Smaller α corresponds
to higher data heterogeneity. We pick α ∈ {0.01, 0.1} as they are commonly used (Yu et al., 2022; Lin
et al., 2020). Each client has a local dataset, kept fixed and local throughout the communication rounds.
Experiments using MNIST and dSprites are in Appendix A.3.1 and A.4.

We use class-conditional DDPM Ho et al. (2020) on each client. We assume that all the clients participate
in training DDPM by using 75% of their local data as the training data. Each client trains DDPM with a
learning rate of 0.0001, 1000 diffusion time steps, 256 batch size, and 500 epochs. These hyperparameters
are the same for all experiments. Once the training finishes, each client simulates ñ = 50000

N (there are 50K
training images in CIFAR10 and CIFAR100) synthetic images with the label, which are then sent to the
server. The server shuffles the aggregated synthetic data and then distributes it to each client equally.

We then perform federated optimization. We experiment with some of the popular FL algorithms including
FedAvg (Konečný et al., 2016), FedProx (Sahu et al., 2018), SCAFFOLD (Karimireddy et al., 2020b),
FedDyn (Acar et al., 2021), and FedPVR (Li et al., 2022a). We use VGG-11 for all the experiments. We
train the FL algorithm with and without using the synthetic dataset to demonstrate the speedup obtained
from using synthetic dataset quantitatively.

We use N ∈ {10, 40, 100} as the number of clients and C ∈ {0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 1.0} as the participation rate. For
partial participation, we randomly sample N · C clients per communication round. We use a batch size of
256, 10 local epochs, and the number of gradient steps 10ni

256 . We tune the learning rate from {0.01, 0.05, 0.1}
with the local validation dataset. The results are given as an average of three repeated experiments with
different random initializations. Note that the reported accuracy is calculated on the real server test dataset.

5 Experimental results

We show the performance of Fedssyn here. Our main findings are: 1) Sampling shuffled synthetic data into
each client can significantly reduce the number of rounds used to reach a target accuracy (1.6x-23x) and
increase the Top-1 accuracy. 2) Fedssyn can reduce the number of communicated parameters to reach the
target accuracy up to 95% than vanilla FedAvg. 3) Fedssyn is more robust across different levels of data
heterogeneity compared to other synthetic-data based approaches 4) The quantified gradient dissimilarity
and stochastic noise in DNN match the theoretical statements

Improved communication efficiency We first report the required number of communication rounds to
reach the target accuracy in Table 1. The length of the grey and red colour bar represents the required
number of rounds to reach accuracy m when the local dataset is Di and Di ∪ D̃si, respectively. The speedup
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is the ratio between the number of rounds in these two settings. We observe that adding shuffled synthetic
data to each client can reduce the number of communication rounds to reach the target accuracy for all the
cases. See Table A.1 for the actual number of rounds required to reach m-accuracy..
Table 1: The required number of rounds to reach target accuracy m. m is chosen such that most of the FL
algorithms can reach such accuracy within 100 rounds. The length of the grey and red bar equals to the
number of rounds for experiments without the synthetic dataset (Di) and with the shuffled synthetic dataset
(Di ∪ D̃si), respectively. We annotate the length of the red bar, and the speedup (x) is the ratio between
the number of rounds in these two settings. “>” means experiments with Di as the local data cannot reach
accuracy m within 100 communication rounds. Using shuffled synthetic dataset reduces the required
number of communication round to reach the target accuracy in all cases.

Full participation Partial participation
N=10 N=10 (C=40%) N=40 (C=20%) N=100 (C=10%)

α = 0.01 α = 0.1 α = 0.01 α = 0.1 α = 0.01 α = 0.1 α = 0.01 α = 0.1
CIFAR10

m = 44% m = 66% m = 44% m = 66% m = 44% m = 66% m = 44% m = 66%
FedAvg 4(22x) 8(8.5x) 4(> 25x) 8(5.6x) 12(8.3x) 21(2.8x) 19(4.9x) 38(> 2.6x)
Scaffold 4(9.3x) 7(6.1x) 5(> 20x) 10(2.6x) 12(6.8x) 20(2.7x) 19(> 5.3x) 31(2.7x)
FedProx 4(23.5x) 8(5.3x) 4(> 25x) 9(8.2x) 9(> 11.1x) 15(4.7x) 31(> 3.2x) 37(> 2.7x)
FedDyn 3(16.3x) 5(14.8x) 4(16.8x) 7(10.7x) 7(> 14.3x) 12(> 5.3x) 17(> 5.9x) 31(> 3.2x)
FedPVR 3(19.3x) 7(4.3x) 4(> 25x) 8(9.5x) 10(8.5x) 21(2.8x) 21(> 4.8x) 35(> 2.9x)

CIFAR100
m = 30% m = 40% m = 20% m = 20% m = 30% m = 40% m = 30% m = 30%

FedAvg 15(5.9x) 19(> 5.2x) 17(> 5.9x) 21(> 4.8x) 37(> 2.7x) 89(> 1.1x) 70(> 1.4x) 59(> 1.7x)
Scaffold 14(2.9x) 19(2.9x) 15(3.6x) 21(4.8x) 24(> 4.2x) 71(> 1.4x) 61(1.6x) 52(> 1.9x)
FedProx 17(5.9x) 23(4.3x) 17(> 5.6x) 23(> 4.3x) 33(> 3.0x) 100 + (−) 75(> 1.3x) 60(> 1.7x)
FedDyn 10(3.6x) 12(5.5x) 13(> 7.7x) 15(6.7x) 25(> 4x) 78(> 1.3x) 61(> 1.6x) 60(> 1.7x)
FedPVR 14(6.1x) 19(2.0x) 15(> 6.6x) 20(5.0x) 23(> 4.3x) 59(> 1.7x) 71(> 1.4x) 58(> 1.7x)

Reduced communication cost Following Acar et al. (2021), we define the communication cost as the
total number of parameters communicated between the clients and the server to reach a target accuracy.
Assume the size of the synthetic data is Ms and the size of the FL model is Mc, then the communication
cost is calculated as 2Ms +2RMc, where R is the number of rounds to reach the target accuracy as shown in
Table 1. In our experiment, Ms is 2x-24x smaller than Mc, together with the drastically reduced number of
communication rounds as shown in Table 1, we can save the communication cost up to 95%. See Table A.2
in the Appendix for the communication cost.

Higher Top-1 accuracy To verify that the accuracy improvement is mainly due to the changes in the
convergence parameters rather than the increased number of images on each client, we compare experiments
where the local dataset is Di, the mixture between local real and local synthetic data Di ∪ D̃i, the mixture
between local real and shuffled synthetic data Di ∪ D̃si.

In Fig. 3, we observe that using the shuffled synthetic data can significantly improve the Top-1 accuracy in
nearly all the cases compared to other baselines, indicates that the vast performance improvement is mainly
due to the changes in the parameters in the convergence rate. We see that adding local synthetic data can
sometimes lower the accuracy (e.g. local+local synthetic in CIFAR10 (α = 0.01)). This is primarily
because the local synthetic data amplifies the heterogeneity further and makes it more challenging for an
FL algorithm to converge. Additionally, the large jump from using local synthetic data when the number
of clients is large (e.g. CIFAR100 with 100 clients) is mainly because the increased number of data points
per client can assist in local training. We observe a smaller performance improvement when the number of
clients is large (N = 100) using Fedssyn, we can however further improve this by generating and shuffling
more synthetic images.

Sensitivity analysis We here depict the sensitivity of FedAvg on the quality of the synthetic data using
CIFAR10 in Fig. 4. Fig. 4 (a) shows that the number of images for training DDPM has a substantial impact
on FL performance, which is reasonable, as we can acquire higher-quality synthetic images if we use more
images to train the generator. Fig. 4 (b) shows that when the number of clients is low, the synthetic images
extracted from the early training checkpoints (E=50) already have high quality. However, when the number
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Figure 3: Top-1 accuracy. We compare the experiments where the local dataset is Di, (1 − p)Di + pD̃i

(local+local synthetic data), and (1 − p)Di + pD̃si (local+shuffled synthetic data). The black and green
dotted lines represent the accuracy using the centralised real and synthetic data, respectively. Using shuffled
synthetic data (red bar) boosts the Top-1 accuracy, and in some cases, even matches the centralised accuracy.

Figure 4: Sensitivity analysis using FedAvg and CIFAR10: (a) the influence of the number of images used
for training the generator ρ · ni and the number of synthetic images per client ñ (α = 0.1). We annotate
the combination that performs better than the centralized baseline (b) influence of the number of training
epochs for the generator with 10 and 40 clients (α=0.01). (c) the influence of using different generators
(α = 0.01). We obtain better performance using DDPM than other generators.

of clients is high, the longer we train the generator, the better FL performance we can achieve, i.e., we obtain
significantly better accuracy when we train the generator for 450 epochs (E-450) than 50 epochs (E-50).
Note, in our experimental setup, a higher number of clients means ni = |Di| is smaller as ni = 50,000

N where
N is the number of clients. Fig. 4 (c) shows that using DDPM is slightly better than GAN-based generators
in terms of accuracy.

Comparison against other synthetic-data based approaches We compare Fedssyn (FedAvg+shuffled
synthetic data) with FedGEN (Zhu et al., 2021) and DENSE (Zhang et al., 2022) in Table 2. We train
FedGEN and DENSE using the default hyperparameters as described in Zhu et al. (2021); Zhang et al.
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(2022). Following the setup in DENSE (Zhang et al., 2022), we use 10 clients with full participation, which
is a commonly used FL setup in the literature (Li et al., 2022a; 2021; Yu et al., 2022). We can potentially
improve the performance with more careful tuning. Comparably, Fedssyn achieves better Top-1 performance
and is more robust against data heterogeneity levels. Compared to FedGEN which transmits the generator
in every round, we only communicate the synthetic data once, which can be more secure and consume less
cost. For example, we calculate the ratio between the required memory cost to reach the target accuracy
for Fedssyn and FedGEN (last column in Table 2) with (2Mc+Mg)Rg

2McR+2Ms
, where Mg is the size of the generator

(∼ 1.2 − 1.4MB), Rg and R are the number of round to reach the target accuracy using FedGEN and
Fedssyn, respectively, and Mc = 37.2MB is the size of the classification model, Ms = 15.5MB is the size of
the transmitted synthetic data. We consume less communication cost than FedGEN to reach the same level
of the target accuracy.See Appendix A.2 for more information regarding the training details and Fig. A.1
for the accuracy over communication rounds.

Parameters in the convergence rate We investigate the impact of using shuffled synthetic data on the
parameters in the convergence rate for DNN-based FedAvg in Fig. 5. We use CIFAR10, 10 clients with full
participation, α = 0.1. We observe that (1−p)σ2 dominates over other terms in the effective stochastic noise,
which means the first term in the convergence rate for non-convex function in Corollary I can be simplified as
O
(

(1 − p)σ2Lp/(nε2)
)

in this experimental setup. For ζ̂2
p , the empirical result also matches the theory. These

results show that in this experimental setup, adding shuffled synthetic data reduces both stochastic noise
and function dissimilarity, and lead to a greater accuracy improvement and vast reduction on the number of
rounds to reach the target accuracy. See Appendix A.3.5 for more information.

Fedssyn FedGEN DENSE MFedssyn
MFedGEN

CIFAR10 (α=0.01) 83.0 (4) 47.6 (70) 15.2 (-) 6%
CIFAR10 (α=0.1) 84.1 (8) 78.6 (17) 40.1 (-) 49%
CIFAR100 (α=0.01) 52.0 (15) 35.1 (52) 10.3 (-) 29%
CIFAR100 (α=0.1) 54.4 (19) 41.0 (84) 13.5 (-) 23%

Table 2: Top-1 accuracy (number of rounds to reach tar-
get accuracy m in parentheses), and the ratio between the
memory cost to reach m. We obtain higher Top-1 accuracy
and require lower memory cost compared to other synthetic
data-based methods to reach accuracy m.

Communication rounds
20 40 60
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102
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p 2
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p(1 p) 2

20 40 60
0

20
2
p

(1 p)2 2

p2 2

Figure 5: The empirical observation of stochas-
tic noise and gradient dissimilarity matches the
theoretical statement (experiment using CI-
FAR10, 10 clients, α = 0.1, p=0.06)

Practical implications Our proposed framework Fedssyn is more suitable for applications such as disease
diagnosis and explosives detection that usually require high precision and clients have enough computation
resources seeing that Fedssyn can even reach the centralized accuracy in some of the high data heterogeneity
scenarios and the saved communication cost is enormous (up to 95%). Suppose the client is resource-
constraint, a good strategy is to start with generating fewer synthetic images since shuffling even a small
percentage (e.g. p=0.06) of the synthetic images into each client can already improve the Top-1 accuracy by
14%-20% (Fig. 4) and a larger p usually corresponds to a better accuracy until it saturates, e.g. reach the
iid accuracy. Additionally, the client has the option of checking the synthetic images and only sharing the
less sensitive synthetic images to the server to alleviate the information leakage.

Limitations Training the generator locally may pose a computation requirement for each device. We can
mitigate this issue with methods such as quantization (Alistarh et al., 2016) and compression (Li et al., 2020;
Mishchenko et al., 2019). Sending the synthetic images may also leak the training data distribution. One
possible solution to improve the utility of Fedssyn is to make the generator differential private Yoon et al.
(2021; 2019); Abadi et al. (2016). We next provide a small-scale experiment that illustrates the performance
of Fedssyn when the generator is differentially private given εDP = 10 (Abadi et al., 2016; Dockhorn et al.,
2022).
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6 Towards differentially private Fedssyn

We have shown the benefits of Fedssyn on top of multiple FL algorithms and across different datasets.
However, sending synthetic data to the server may cause a certain level of privacy leakage. To address this
issue, we train the data generator differentially private so that the shared synthetic images are privacy-
friendly and are respecting the rigorous DP guarantee.

Specifically, we train the diffusion model with rigorous DP guarantees based on DP-SGD (Abadi et al., 2016)
by clipping and adding noise to the gradients during training. Following Dockhorn et al. (2022), we train the
DP-DDPM for 500 epochs under the private setting (εDP = 10, δ = 1e−5) with the noise multiplier as 1.906
and clipping threshold 1.0 based on Opacus (Yousefpour et al., 2021) on each client. We use CIFAR10, ten
clients with full client participation, and α = 0.1. We show the incurred privacy cost, examples of synthetic
images, and the corresponding federated learning performance in Fig. 6. See Fig. A.6 for the performance
of using SCAFFOLD as the baseline federated learning algorithm.

0 200 400
Training epochs (DP-DDPM)

0

2

4

6
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10

Privacy cost Epoch=50

Generated synthetic images

Epoch=499

0 20 40 60 80
Communication round
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Server accuracy

Vaniall FedAvg
+synthetic data,E=50
+synthetic data,E=250
+synthetic data,E=499

Figure 6: Performance of differentially private Fedssyn. From left to right, we show the privacy cost for
training the differentially private DDPM, examples of synthetic images generated from two model check-
points (annotated by dots in the left figure), and the corresponding federated learning performance. Shuffling
differentially private synthetic images to each client can accelerate the convergence and improve the perfor-
mance of vanilla FedAvg when the clients are heterogeneous in this experiment.

We observe that as the training of DP-DDPM progresses, the privacy cost increases. We then generate the
synthetic images using three model checkpoints from different training stages (50 epochs, 250 epochs, and
499 epochs) on each client to illustrate the influence of the quality of the synthetic images on the performance
of Fedssyn. Some example synthetic images are shown in the middle of Fig. 6. We can see that the synthetic
images are distorted and more privacy-friendly. We then aggregate, shuffle, and distribute these synthetic
images back to the clients and train Fedssyn following the procedure described in section 4. We observe
that shuffling privacy-friendly synthetic data, which are generated by the DDPM trained under the privacy
budget εDP = 10, can accelerate convergence and improve accuracy compared to vanilla FedAvg. Different
privacy budget and number of training images for training the DDPM can result in a different convergence
behaviour. More extensive and fine grained experiments are needed to fully address this challenge. We leave
this as our future work.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we have rigorously analyzed the relation between data heterogeneity and the parameters in the
convergence rate in FedAvg under standard stochastic noise and gradient dissimilarity assumptions. While
previous works usually qualitatively represent data heterogeneity with gradient dissimilarity, we proposed
a more quantifiable and precise characterization of how the changes in the data heterogeneity impact the
parameters in the convergence rate using shuffling.
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Our work paves the way for a better understanding of the seemingly unreasonable effect of data heterogeneity
in FL. The theoretical findings inspired us to present a more practical framework, which shuffles locally
generated synthetic data, achieving nearly as good performance as centralized learning, even in some cases
when the data heterogeneity is high. Our work reveals the importance of data distribution matching in FL,
opening up future research directions.

Reproducibility Statement

We provide downloadable source code as part of the supplementary material. This code allows to reproduce
our experimental evaluations show in the main part of the manuscript. The code for the additional verification
on the dSprites dataset in Appendix A.4 is not part of the submitted file. We will make this code and the
genenerated datasets (such as in Figure A.10) available on a public github repository.
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A Appendix

We first provide the proof for the lemma. We then show the comparison with other synthetic-data based
works. Following that, we show the extra experimental details and experimental results on two other dataset
MNIST and dSprites.

A.1 Proof

We study the distributed stochastic optimization problem:

f(x,D) := Eξ∼D[F (x, ξ)], f(x,Di) := Eξ∼Di
[F (x, ξ)]

where ξ can be a random data point or a random function, Di denotes the distribution of ξ on client i and
D denotes the distribution of ξ over all the clients.

We argue that it is possibly not be feasible to assume access to the distribution D as collecting data from
clients goes against the goal of protecting privacy in federated learning. Instead, we use an approximation
(e.g. synthetic data) D̃ for carrying out the proof. We will demonstrate the impact of the difference between
D and D̃ in the following sections.

Given the effective data Di ∪ D̃ on each client we can formulate the optimization problem as:

F (x, ξ ∼ Di ∪ D̃; b) :=
{

F (x, ξ ∼ Di | b = 0) with probability 1− p

F (x, ξ ∼ D̃ | b = 1) with probability p
(A.1)

where b is a random variable that indicates where a data point is drawn from. When b = 0 (with probability
1− p), we assume that we draw from a worker’s own data Di. When b = 1 (with probability p), we assume
that we draw from the uniform distribution D̃. Take the expectation with respect to b, we have:

F (x, ξ ∼ Di ∪ D̃) = Eb[F (x, ξ; b)] = (1− p)F (x, ξ ∼ Di) + pF (x, ξ ∼ D̃) (A.2a)

f(x,Di ∪ D̃) = Eξ∼Di∪D̃[F (x, ξ)] = (1− p)Eξ∼Di [F (x, ξ)] + pEξ∼D̃[F (x, ξ)]
= (1− p)f(x,Di) + pf(x, D̃)

(A.2b)

f(x,D ∪ D̃) = Eξ∼D∪D̃[F (x, ξ)] = (1− p)Eξ∼D[F (x, ξ)] + pEξ∼D̃[F (x, ξ)]
= (1− p)f(x,D) + pf(x, D̃)

(A.2c)

Lemma A-1 (variance with probability). If the random variable X is discrete with each element xi appearing
with a probability pi such that p(xi) = pi, then:

E||X − µ||2 =
n∑

i=1
pi||xi − µ||2, µ := 1

n

n∑
i=1

pixi .

Lemma A-2 (shuffled gradient dissimilarity). If Assumption 1 holds, then ∀x ∈ Rd:

ζ̂2
p := E||∇f(x,Di ∪ D̃)−∇f(x,D ∪ D̃)||2 ≤ (1− p)2ζ2 ,

where here the expectation is taken over a random index i ∈ [N ].

Proof. Given the definition from Eq. A.2, we have:

ζ̂2
p : = E||∇f(x,Di ∪ D̃)−∇f(x,D ∪ D̃)||2

= E||(1− p)∇f(x,Di) + p∇f(x, D̃)− (1− p)∇f(x,D)− p∇f(x, D̃)||2

= (1− p)2E||∇f(x,Di)−∇f(x,D)||2

≤ (1− p)2ζ2 .

(A.3)
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Lemma A-3 (shuffled stochastic noise). If Assumption 1, 2, and 4 hold and let σ̃2
avg being the stochastic

noise from using D̃ such that Eξ∼D̃||∇F (x, ξ)− f(x, D̃)||2 ≤ σ̃2
avg, then ∀x ∈ Rd, we have:

σ̂2
p := Eξ∼Di∪D̃||∇F (x, ξ)−∇f(x,Di ∪ D̃)||2 ≤ (1− p)σ2 + pσ̃2

avg + p(1− p)||∇f(x,Di)−∇f(x, D̃)||2

E[σ̂2
p] ≤ (1− p)σ2 + pσ̃2

avg + p(1− p)ζ2 + p(1− p)δ2

Proof. Based on the definition in Eq. A.2, we have:

σ̂2
p : = Eξ∼Di∪D̃||∇F (x, ξ)−∇f(x,Di ∪ D̃)||2

= (1− p)Eξ∼Di
||∇F (x, ξ)−∇f(x,Di ∪ D̃)||2︸ ︷︷ ︸

A1

+pEξ∼D̃||∇F (x, ξ)−∇f(x,Di ∪ D̃)||2︸ ︷︷ ︸
A2

We use Lemma A-1 in the last equality. We next give the bound for A1 and A2.

A1 : = Eξ∼Di
||∇F (x, ξ)−∇f(x,Di) +∇f(x,Di)−∇f(x,Di ∪ D̃)||2

= Eξ∼Di
||∇F (x, ξ)−∇f(x,Di)||2 + ||∇f(x,Di)−∇f(x,Di ∪ D̃)||2

≤ σ2 + ||∇f(x,Di)− (1− p)f(x,Di)− pf(x, D̃)||2

≤ σ2 + p2||∇f(x,Di)−∇f(x, D̃)||2

Similarly, we can bound A2 as:

A2 : = Eξ∼D̃||∇F (x, ξ)−∇f(x,Di ∪ D̃)||2

= Eξ∼D̃||∇F (x, ξ)−∇f(x, D̃)||2 + ||∇f(x, D̃)−∇f(x,Di ∪ D̃)||2

≤ σ̃2
avg + ||∇f(x, D̃)− (1− p)f(x,Di)− pf(x, D̃)||2

= σ̃2
avg + (1− p)2||∇f(x,Di)−∇f(x, D̃)||2

Taking the bound for A1 and A2 back to the expression of σ̂2
p, we have:

σ̂2
p ≤ (1− p)σ2 + pσ̃2

avg + p(1− p)||∇f(x,Di)−∇f(x, D̃)||2

If we take the expectation w.r.t the clients for both sides, we then have:

E[σ̂2
p] ≤ (1− p)σ2 + pσ̃2

avg + p(1− p)E||∇f(x,Di)−∇f(x, D̃)||2

= (1− p)σ2 + pσ̃2
avg + p(1− p)E||∇f(x,Di)−∇f(x,D) +∇f(x,D)−∇f(x, D̃)||2

= (1− p)σ2 + pσ̃2
avg + p(1− p)E||∇f(x,Di)−∇f(x,D)||2 + p(1− p)||∇f(x,D)−∇f(x, D̃)||2

≤ (1− p)σ2 + pσ̃2
avg + p(1− p)ζ2 + p(1− p)||∇f(x,D)−∇f(x, D̃)||2

≤ (1− p)σ2 + pσ̃2
avg + p(1− p)ζ2 + p(1− p)δ2

(A.4)

The inequalities use the Assumption 1 and 4. If D̃ = D, then δ2 = 0 by definition. We can then rewrite the
bound for the stochastic noise as E[σ̂2

p] ≤ (1− p)σ2 + pσ2
avg + p(1− p)ζ2

Lemma A-4 (shuffled smoothness). Let Lmax and Lavg denote the maximum and average smoothness, i.e.
it holds

∥∇f(x,Di)−∇f(y,Di)∥ ≤ Lmax ∥x− y∥ , ∀x, y ∈ Rd , i ∈ [n] ,

and
∥∇f(x,D)−∇f(y,D)∥ ≤ Lavg ∥x− y∥ , ∀x, y ∈ Rd .

and ∥∥∇f(x, D̃)−∇f(y, D̃)
∥∥ ≤ L̃avg ∥x− y∥ , ∀x, y ∈ Rd

Then we have:
ELp ≤ (1− p)Lmax + pL̃avg ,

where ELp denotes an upper bound on the smoothness constant of f(x,Di ∪ D̃).
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Proof. Given the client index i, by definition, we have f(x,Di ∪ D̃) = (1− p)f(x,Di) + pf(x; D̃),

||∇f(x,Di ∪ D̃)−∇f(y,Di ∪ D̃)|| = ||(1− p)f(x,Di) + pf(x; D̃)−∇f(y,Di ∪ D̃)||
= ||(1− p) (∇f(x,Di)−∇f(y,Di)) + p

(
∇f(x; D̃)−∇f(y; D̃)

)
||

≤ (1− p)||∇f(x,Di)−∇f(y,Di)||+ p||∇f(x; D̃)−∇f(y; D̃)||
≤ ((1− p)Lmax + pLavg) ||x− y|| .

A.2 Extra related work comparison

Experimental details for replicating the FedGEN and DENSE results For FedGEN, we follow the
default hyperparameter setup as described in the paper Zhu et al. (2021) and the official repository. We tune
the optimal stepsize from {0.05, 0.1, 0.2}. We run FedGEN for 100 communication rounds and report the
final Top-1 accuracy using the server model on the test dataset. For DENSE, we follow the hyperparameter
setup as described in the paper Zhang et al. (2022) and the official GitHub repository. We have tried our
best to improve the quality of the server model obtained after one round of communication as have done
in Zhang et al. (2022). However, we still observe that such server model is not sufficiently good for the global
distillation learning, especially when the data heterogeneity is high (α = 0.01). Therefore, we performed ten
rounds of communication and then used the server model for global distillation learning. We can possibly
improve the performance of FedGEN and DENSE with more careful tuning of the random seeds and other
hyperparameters.
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Figure A.1: Test accuracy for two methods FedAvg + synthetic data and FedGEN.Comparably, our proposed
method reaches to a better test accuracy faster than FedGEN. The unstable performance of when α = 0.01
on CIFAR10 dataset using FedGEN can be potentially improved with more careful hyperparameter tuning.

Experimental details for replicating the FedDM results For FedDM Xiong et al. (2023), we follow the
hyperparameter setup as described in the paper Xiong et al. (2023) and also the downloadable supplementary
file from2. We choose the non-differentially private FedDM with ten clients. We run the experiment on the
CIFAR10 dataset with α being 0.01 and 0.1. We use the same classification model VGG-11 as in our
experiment. We run each experiment two times with different initializations and report the averaged test
accuracy. Note that we can possibly improve the performance of FedDM using a different classification
model.

In Fig. A.2, we observe that FedDM initially outperforms our approach. However, as training progresses,
our method demonstrates a significant improvement over FedDM. Additionally, FedDM seems more robust
against different levels of data heterogeneity as the test accuracy gap between when α = 0.01 and α = 0.1 is

2https://openreview.net/forum?id=40RNVzSoCqD
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small. Comparably, our method needs to communicate 30,070 MB of parameters (over 40 rounds), whereas
FedDM only needs to communicate 22,508 MB of parameters (over 30 rounds, with each round transmitting
around 750 MB of parameters) between the client and the server to achieve a stabilized test accuracy.
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Figure A.2: Test accuracy for two methods FedAvg + synthetic data and FedDM. Comparably, FedDM
performs better than our approach at the beginning. However, as the communication round increases, our
method performs significantly better than FedDM. FedDM is more robust against different levels of data
heterogeneity, seeing that the test accuracy gap between different levels of data heterogeneity is small.

A.3 Extra experimental details

Table A.1: Extension of Table 1. The required number of communication rounds for Fedssyn (for vanilla FL
algorithms) to reach the target accuracy m. m is chosen so that most FL algorithms can get such accuracy
within 100 communication rounds. The numbers in the parentheses represent the number of rounds required
for the vanilla FL algorithms to reach m-accuracy.

Full participation Partial participation
N=10 N=10 (C=40%) N=40 (C=20%) N=100 (C=10%)

α = 0.01 α = 0.1 α = 0.01 α = 0.1 α = 0.01 α = 0.1 α = 0.01 α = 0.1
CIFAR10

m=44% m=66% m=44% m=66% m=44% m=66% m=44% m=66%
FedAvg 4 (88) 8 (68) 4 (>100) 8 (45) 12 (100) 21 (59) 19 (93) 38 (>100)
Scaffold 4 (37) 7 (43) 5 (>100) 10 (26) 12 (82) 20 (54) 19 (>100) 31 (84)
FedProx 4 (94) 8 (43) 4 (>100) 9 (74) 9 (>100) 15 (71) 31 (>100) 37 (>100)
FedDyn 3 (49) 5 (74) 4 (67) 7 (75) 7 (>100) 12 (>100) 17 (>100) 31 (>100)
FedPVR 3 (58) 7 (30) 4 (>100) 8 (76) 10 (85) 21 (59) 21 (>100) 35 (>100)

CIFAR100
m=30% m=40% m=20% m=20% m=30% m=40% m=30% m=30%

FedAvg 15 (89) 19 (>100) 17 (>100) 21 (>100) 37 (>100) 89 (>100) 70 (>100) 59 (>100)
Scaffold 14 (41) 19 (55) 15 (54) 21 (100) 24 (>100) 71 (>100) 61 (100) 52 (>100)
FedProx 17 (100) 23 (99) 17 (>100) 23 (>100) 33 (>100) >100 (-) 75 (>100) 60 (>100)
FedDyn 10 (36) 12 (66) 13 (>100) 15 (100) 25 (>100) 78 (>100) 61 (>100) 60 (>100)
FedPVR 14 (85) 19 (38) 15 (>100) 20 (100) 23 (>100) 59 (>100) 71 (>100) 58 (>100)
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A.3.1 Experimental results on MNIST dataset

We consider a distributed multi-class classification problem on MNIST dataset given (Ai, bi) as the dataset
on worker i with:

yi = softmax(Aix), Ai ∼ Rni×784, x ∈ R784×10, yi ∈ Rni×10 (A.5a)

fi(x) := 1
ni

ni∑
j=1

1
10

10∑
k=1

(bijk log(yijk)) (A.5b)

We construct the training dataset by subsampling 1024 images from each class from the MNIST training
dataset. We use the test dataset to evaluate the performance of the server model (10000 images). We
consider two scenarios for splitting the dataset across workers: 1) iid, where each worker has a similar
number of images across classes 2) split by class, where each worker can only see images from a single
class. We set 10 workers, and each worker has 1024 images ni = 1024. We experiment with a different
number of local epochs E on each worker and shuffling percentage p. For a given p, we subsample nip data
points randomly from each worker and allocate them in D̃. We then shuffle D̃ and distribute it equally to
all workers such that each worker has nip shuffled data points and ni(1− p) local data points. We choose to
control the stochastic noise σ̄2 by adding Gaussian noise to every gradient:

yi ← yi − η(∇fi(yi) + s), s ∼ N (0,
σ̄2

784) (A.6)
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Figure A.3: Test loss using the server model over communication rounds. When the dataset is IID across
workers, adding shuffled dataset does not influence the learning speed. However, when workers have hetero-
geneous datasets (split by class), shuffling a small percentage of the dataset can improve the convergence
speed, especially when the number of local epochs is high (e.g., E = 5)

Fig. A.3 shows the results. When the dataset is IID across workers, adding the shuffled dataset to each
worker does not influence the learning speed. This agrees with the lemmas that we have shown in the main
text. When the dataset is non-iid across workers, shuffling a small percentage of the local dataset can highly
improve the convergence, especially when the number of local epochs is high, e.g., E = 5. We can achieve
a slightly better speedup when the stochastic noise is non-zero, which is most of the cases in the neural
network training where we use mini-batch SGD.

A.3.2 Extra explanation for Fig.2

We consider a distributed least squares objective f(x) := 1
n

∑n
i=1
[
fi(x) := 1

2ni

∑ni

j=1 ||Aijx − bij ||2
]

with
Aij = iId, µi ∼ N (0, ζ2(id)−2Id), and bij ∼ N (µi, σ2(id)−2Id), where ζ2 controls the function similarity
and σ2 controls the stochastic noise (matching parameters in Corollary I). On each worker, we generate
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Figure A.4: Convergence of 1
n

∑n
i=1 ||xt

i−x⋆||2. (a) With a fixed ζ2 and step size, shuffling reduces the optimal
error more when the stochastic noise is low (b) When gradient dissimilarity ζ2 dominates the convergence,
we obtain a super-linear speedup in the number of rounds to reach ε by shuffling more data. The vertical bar
shows the theoretical number of rounds to reach ε (c) The estimated ratio matches the theoretical ratio when
the shuffle percentage is small (e.g., p ≤ 0.6). The term

√
1 − p + p

Lavg
Lmax comes from the Lipschitz constant

ratio
√

Lp
Lp=0

.

ni = 100 pairs of {Aij , bij} with d = 25. We randomly sample p · ni pairs of {Aij , bij} from all the clients.
We then aggregate, shuffle, and redistribute them equally to each client such that the number of functions
per client is still ni. We depict the influence of shuffling on different parameters in Fig. A.4. To concisely
match out theory, we need to consider that also the curvature of the function changes and measure Lp,
Lmax := maxi

∥∥ 1
ni

∑ni

j=1 AT
ijAij

∥∥ and Lavg := 1
n

∑n
i=1
∥∥ 1

ni

∑ni

j=1 AT
ijAij∥.

Fig. A.4 (a) shows the influence of shuffling when we vary the stochastic noise given a fixed ζ2 and stepsize.
We observe that in the high-noise regime, shuffling gives a smaller reduction on the optimal error than when
σ2 = 0 as O

(
(1−p)σ2+pσ2

avg
ε

)
tends to dominate no matter how much data we shuffle. Fig. A.4 (b) shows the

influence of shuffling when σ2 = 0 and O
(√

Lpτ(1−p)ζ
√

ε

)
dominates the convergence. We tune the step size for

each experiment to reach the target accuracy (ε = 1.1 · 10−6) with the fewest rounds. The theoretical number
of rounds required to reach ε, indicated by the vertical bars, were determined by calculating Rp = Ap√

ε
+ Bp,

where Ap :=
√

Lpτζ̂p

µ is the coefficient that depends on ζ2 and Lp. To estimate Ap, we measure the number
of rounds to reach different accuracies and fit a linear line between Rp and 1√

ε
. Fig. A.4 (b) shows that

the empirical speedup matches the theoretical speedup as the observed and theoretical number of rounds to
reach the target accuracy are very close. For better visualization, we compare the theoretical and estimated
ratio in Fig. A.4 (c) given σ2 = 0. Fig. A.4(c) shows the ratio between the coefficient Ap

Ap=0
which boils down

to O
( √

Lpζp√
Lp=0ζp=0

)
. The nearly matching lines in Fig. A.4 (c), especially when p is small, verify our theoretical

statement about the impact of data heterogeneity on the convergence parameters. When p is large, σ2 and
the constant term tend to dominate the convergence. A linear line between Rp and 1√

ε
is incomplete to

explain the convergence rate.

A.3.3 Communication cost

We calculate the number of transmitted parameters when FedAvg is used in Table A.2, which shows that
we can reduce the number of transmitted parameters up to 95% to achieve a certain level of accuracy. For
methods such as SCAFFOLD Karimireddy et al. (2020b) and FedPVR Li et al. (2022a), we also need to
take into account the transmitted control variates when we calculate the number of transmitted parameters
per round.
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Table A.2: The saved communication cost of using Fedssyn compared to the vanilla FedAvg (percentage
between the number of transmitted parameters). Ms is the size of the transmitted synthetic data and Mc

is the size of the FL model. Mc in our experiment is around 37.2 MB. Fedssyn transmits significantly less
number of parameters compared to the vanilla FedAvg to reach the same level of accuracy.

Number of client (participation rate) CIFAR10 CIFAR100
α = 0.01 α = 0.1 α = 0.01 α = 0.1

N=10 (C=1.0) (Ms = 15.5MB) 95.0% 87.6% 82.5% >80.2%
N=10 (C=0.4) (Ms = 15.5MB) >95.6% 80.9% >82.6% >78.6%
N=40 (C=0.2) (Ms = 0.39MB) 87.9% 63.8% >62.6% >8.2%
N=100 (C=0.1) (Ms = 0.16MB) 79.6% >61.2% >28.6% >41.0%

40 clients Epoch=50 40 clients Epoch=250 40 clients Epoch=450

Figure A.5: Example simulated images from different training epochs on CIFAR10. The number of training
images per client is 875. When the number of clients is high, the longer we train the DDPM, the better
images we can obtain.

Synthetic data,E=50 Synthetic data,E=499

0 25 50 75

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8
Server test accuracy

Vanilla SCAFFOLD
+ synthetic data,E=50
+ synthetic data,E=250
+ synthetic data,E=499

Figure A.6: Example of the differentially private synthetic images from when the DP-DDPM has been
trained for 50 epochs (E=50) and for 499 epochs (E=499), with respectively. The performance of Fedssyn
using SCAFFOLD as the baseline is shown on the right. We achieve better performance and converge slightly
faster than the vanilla SCAFFOLD even if the synthetic images are privacy friendly.

A.3.4 Differentially private synthetic images

A.3.5 Convergence parameters in DNN experiments

We here investigate the impact of using shuffled synthetic data on the parameters in the convergence rate
for DNN-based FedAvg in Fig. A.7. We use CIFAR10, 10 clients with full participation, α = 0.1, and
ρ · ni = 4500. We observe that when p = 0.06, though the stochastic noise σ̂2

p remains similar, ζ̂2
p has

reduced by half and we improve the Top-1 accuracy by 20%. When p = 0.5, we obtain a much smaller σ̂2
p

and ζ̂2
p . Consequently, we achieve an even better Top-1 accuracy than the IID experiment. However, the

parameters in Fig. A.7 (b) and (c) are evaluated with different server models xp,r, so it is less comparable to
Lemma 1 where it requires the upper bound and the same server model. Therefore, we evaluate the gradient
dissimilarity ζ̂2

p and stochastic noise σ̂2
p using Di ∪ D̃si and the corresponding σ2 and ζ2 using Di with the

same server model xr in each round in Fig. A.7 (d). We observe that (1− p)σ2 dominates over other terms
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in the effective stochastic noise, which means the first term in the convergence rate for non-convex function
in Corollary I can be simplified as O

(
(1−p)σ2

pLp

nε2

)
in this experimental setup. For ζ̂2

p , the empirical result also
matches the theory. These results show that in this experimental setup, adding shuffled synthetic dataset
reduces both stochastic noise and function dissimilarity, and lead to a greater accuracy improvement.
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Figure A.7: Influence of using shuffled synthetic dataset on the stochastic noise σ̂2 and function dissimilarity
ζ̂2 (CIFAR10, 10 clients, α = 0.1). The percentage of shuffled data in (d) is 0.06. The empirical observation
of σ̂2 and ζ̂2 matches the theoretical statements.

A.3.6 Influence of the δ parameter in DNN experiments

We show the impact of the δ parameter (||∇f(x,D)−∇f(x, D̃)||2 ≤ δ2) on the convergence parameters σ̂2

and ζ̂2 here. We quantify the values of the stochastic noise and gradient dissimilarity following the procedure
described above. In Fig. A.8, E: 50 means the synthetic data shuffled to each client is generated with the
DDPM that has been trained for 50 epochs. Note that Fig. A.8 only serves as an illustration. We cannot
directly match Fig. A.8 with Lemma 1 as we here show the precise quantified value using different server
models along the communication round rather than an upper bound. Under the same server model (i.e.,
vertical line in each figure), we observe that δ contributes less to the effective stochastic noise than other
parameters such as σ2 and σ̃2. However, it is worth remembering that δ also can influence the effectiveness
of the server model (see the server accuracy in Fig. A.8) and D̃ is different across different FL experiments
(i.e., from E:50 to E:450), so we cannot compare the curves horizontally.

A.4 Experimental results on dSprites dataset

In this section, we demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed framework on the dSprites dataset Matthey
et al. (2017). We here perform a slightly different synthetic data generation process. Rather than using the
DDPM Ho et al. (2020), we generate the synthetic dataset on each client with β-VAE Burgess et al. (2018).
We then aggregate and shuffle the collected synthetic dataset on the server and distribute them to clients
following the same procedure as described in Sec. 3 and Sec. 4.

A.4.1 Training details

The dSprites dataset Matthey et al. (2017) contains three different types of shapes with different colours,
scales, rotations, and locations.

Data preparation We first randomly select 10% of the images from the dSprites dataset to formulate
the test set. We leave the test set on the server to evaluate the performance of the server model. For the
rest of the dataset, we split them among 12 clients (N = 12) based on the four spatial locations (top-left,
bottom-left, top-right, or bottom-right) and three shapes (square, ellipse, or heart) such that each client
only sees a single type of shape from one of the four pre-defined locations. The number of images on each
client is the same (ni = 55296). We consider each shape as a class and perform shape classification.
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Figure A.8: The movement of the convergence parameters given synthetic images that are extracted from
different stages of training, e.g., E: 50 means the synthetic data shuffled to each client in Fedssyn is generated
with the DDPM that has been trained for 50 epochs. We use CIFAR10, 40 clients, α = 0.01, p = 0.57 here.
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Figure A.9: Performance on the dSprites test dataset. Left: the influence of the number of training epochs
and training images (ρni) in training the generator on the FL performance. Right: the influence of the
number of synthetic images (ñi) on the FL performance. When we use fewer training images to train the
generator (e.g. 2211), it is beneficial to train the generator longer and sample more synthetic images.

Synthetic data generation We use β-VAE with the same architecture as Burgess et al. (2018) following
a publicly available implementation We train an individual β-VAE Burgess et al. (2018) on each client
with batch size 256, latent dimension 10. To evaluate the sensitivity of the federated learning optimization
on the quality of the generator, we train the generator using different fractions of data ρni with ρ being
{1%, 2%, 4%, 8%, 16%, 32%, 64%, 100%} on each client. When ρ = 100%, we train a β-VAE with the entire
dataset from each client.

Many works have demonstrated that the latent variables in β-VAE can encode disentangled representative
features of the input images Burgess et al. (2018); Matthey et al. (2017); Kingma & Welling (2013), and ma-
nipulating a single latent dimension can result in substantial changes of the corresponding factor of variation,
e.g., scale, in the output from the decoder. Therefore, we can obtain diverse synthetic images by interpo-
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Figure A.10: Example synthetic images from clients 3, 5, and 11. The x-axis shows the training fraction of
360 epochs, and the y-axis shows the number of training images used to train the generator. The number of
training images has a more substantial influence on the quality of the synthetic data.

lating the extracted latent representations. To achieve this, we extract the averaged latent representations
for each class, specifically the mean of the posterior distribution µc Burgess et al. (2018). We then sample
ñi latent codes from the Gaussian distribution parameterised by mean µc and standard deviation 1. The
sampled latent codes are then passed as the input for the decoder from β-VAE to generate synthetic images.
We collect the synthetic images from all the clients, which are then shuffled and distributed equally to each
client such that the local dataset on each client is pDi + (1− p)D̃si. An example of the generated synthetic
image is shown in Fig. A.10. With the updated dataset on each client, we follow the same procedure as
documented in Sec. 4 to perform federated optimization with FedAvg McMahan et al. (2016).

A.4.2 Discussion

We show the sensitivity of FedAvg’s performance on the quality of the synthetic images in Fig. A.9. The
left image shows that training the VAE longer does not necessarily provide better quality synthetic images
when we use fewer training images. However, when we use more training images (higher ρ), the images
extracted from early checkpoints, e.g., 50% epochs, are already of high quality. We observe a similar pattern
in the right image in Fig. A.9, where the number of training images has a more substantial influence on the
performance of FedAvg than the number of generated synthetic images.
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